
Internship in Growth & Analytics at
Valuu
100%
1.02. - 31.07.2021

How you can make a difference

Identify growth opportunities based on quantitative and

qualitative analysis and execute ideas to drive growth, traffic

and engagement

Understand business trends based on data and propose clear

actions

Nurture current and develop new business opportunities and

strategic partnerships

Continually improve analysis and performance for fact-based

decisions

Communicate and present ideas and improvements across

the company, including working closely with the

management team

What you can contribute

Currently enrolled in a bachelor's programme in business

administration, management, business informatics,

information systems or a related field of study

Be data-driven: clear understanding of data, analysis, metrics

and statistics

Ambition and motivation to create growth every day and see

the results and performance of your impact

Startup mindset, previous startup experience is a plus

Fluent in German and English

Place of employment

Bern

Professional experience

University students / graduates

Reference number

21529

Our common goal

Valuu has successfully launched in Switzerland and we are now growing our company at a rapid rate. As part of the Growth & Analytics team,

you will improve and drive the entire growth journey vertically and horizontally by helping to define the strategic course Valuu will take in the

future, and by creating and executing initiatives within the current business streams. 

Small team, flat hierarchy and mission driven. The usual buzzwords here, except we actually mean them. We are small, lean, and we love what

we are doing.

Here's why you should get started with us

At PostFinance, we all cooperate on an equal footing, regardless of management level.

Showing respect and recognition is just as natural for us as providing a fair salary.



Six weeks’ holiday and the option of unpaid leave.

Numerous opportunities to advance your career and options for basic and advanced training at any level.

Modern workspaces, flexible working hours and the option of working from home in many units.

18 weeks of paid maternity leave, two weeks of paid paternity leave and the right to four additional unpaid weeks.

Do you have any questions about the job?

Matteo Goldschmid 
Growth Manager

Telephone number +41 76 413 46 70

Apply online! The QR code will take you straight to our jobs.

All jobs: https://www.postfinance.ch/en/about-us/jobs-careers.html


